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Facing east, the statues of Rameses at Abu Simbel never see sunset. Perhaps Islamic 

scholarship is in a similar position – too close to its orientalist origins to look west as well as 

east for the literature of a world religion. A. K. Dewdney’s The Planiverse (Pan/Picador 

Books, 1983) is an example of a deeply Islamic work that has escaped attention in this way. 

Coming from the pen of a Canadian computer scientist, it appears not to have been noticed by 

students of Islam, though it soon became a best-seller among scientists, mathematicians, 

computing enthusiasts and lovers of science fiction. 

The author, Alexande Keewatin Dewdney, is Associate Professor of Computing Science at 

the University of Western Ontario. He is also the author of poems, short stories and a novel, 

The Snowflake. In 1984 he took over the Computer Recreations column in Scientific 

American, succeeding Martin Gardner and Douglas Hofstadter. His contributions to that 

prestigious journal, published in a dozen languages, have brought him a world-wide 

audience, and they give ample evidence of his wide-ranging mathematical and scientific 

interests, of his literary skills and of his fascination with logical puzzles and with word-plays 

of all kinds. 

That such an author would write a Sufi allegory is remarkable enough. But The Planiverse is 

a remarkable work in itself. It might be said, in the kind of paradox beloved of its author, to 

belong to the category of books that belong to no one category, having elements of science 

fiction, of fable, of utopia and of satire. It might be called the first computer fairy tale. It is 

also profusely illustrated with line-drawings by the author, which form an integral part of the 

text. But underlying all this is an allegory, the more obvious interpretation of which no reader 

could miss, but the deeper levels of which have been hidden with great ingenuity. It is written 

in a style that parodies the naivety of the literal-minded when writing about things they do not 

understand, and this in itself forms a delightful part of the disguise. 

Quite apart from anything else, the book does, however, provide a worthy successor to a 

series of works concerned with a two-dimensional world, starting with Flatland, by the 

Reverend Edwin A. Abbott (1884).
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 From the beginning, this literature has used the lack of a 

dimension as a symbol of human blindness to a higher, spiritual ‘dimension’ of reality. 

However, Dewdney takes the detail of planiversal science and technology further than any 

previous author, drawing on studies he had circulated privately from 1973 onwards, which 

had elicited a great volume of correspondence and suggestions. 

The story is told in the first person, which gives it great plausibility, since it purports to 

recount the experience of a professor of computer science and his students. They 



unexpectedly make contact with a being in a two-dimensional universe, having started out 

simply by programming the departmental computer to simulate a two-dimensional planet, 

Astria, inhabited by rudimentary creatures, such as ‘FECs’ and ‘Throgs’. Somehow or other 

the computer enters into resonance with the thoughts of a creature called Yendred, living on a 

real two-dimensional planet called Arde, and Dewdney and his students – referred to 

hereafter as ‘the watchers’ – are able to communicate with him through their keyboard and to 

follow his progress on their screen.
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The notion of other universes of higher or lower dimensions, coexisting with our own and yet 

normally not interfering with it, is commonplace among physicists and cosmologists. 

Dewdney’s fantasy has therefore a certain credibility – to the extent that a number of people 

have written asking him for the computer program, in the hope of contacting Yendred. In the 

forward to the book, speaking as the fictitious Professor Dewdney, he remarks: ‘I take Arde 

seriously and believe that it exists.’ It certainly does exist in an allegorical sense, for it is a 

map of the real Dewdney’s spiritual search. However, as regards its literal existence, the 

suspension of disbelief is somewhat diminished by the detailed history of ideas about the 

Planiverse, given in the acknowledgments at the end of the book. 

For the reader who knows Arabic, any doubts as to the fictional nature of the Planiverse 

should be dispelled by the fact that many of the words quoted in Ardean are in fact thinly 

disguised Arabic – too remarkable a fact to be independent of the author’s volition, unless 

one believes literally in the eternal existence of the Arabic language. Professor Dewdney 

admitted to me, however, in correspondence, that he had used Maltese Arabic as the basis for 

Ardean, ‘because it is subject to both Arabic/Islamic and Western/Christian influences.’ He 

confessed however, to having taken the words from a tourist dictionary, so it would be wrong 

to look for any great linguistic subtlety. 

The name of the hero, Yendred, is not only a pun on the yearning and awe of the mystic (yen, 

dread); it is also Dewdney spelt backwards with ‘w’ changed to ‘r’. A clue is given to this 

significant detail: Alice Little, the student who first establishes the link with Yendred, has a 

speech defect and calls him ‘Yendwed’. She also plays the part of Lewis Carroll’s Alice 

Liddell (pronounced the same as Little in North-American English), and it is noteworthy that 

most of the writing was done during a sabbatical leave spent in 1981 at Wytham Abbey, less 

than a mile from Godstow, where, by Dodgson’s own account, Alice fell into Wonderland. 

It is rash of Dewdney to have invited comparison with the Alice books, for his is a very 

rational fantasy, peopled with two-dimensional versions of the creatures in our three-

dimensional world. Its civilized beings have none of the exuberant lunacy of those who live 

in Wonderland or Through the Looking Glass; on the contrary, with their two-party 

democracy and their scientific institutes, the Western Ardeans sound rather North American. 

Nor do the monsters of Arde match those of Lewis Carroll’s marvellous bestiary; the giant 

flying snakes or the intelligent burrow-dwelling carnivores cannot hold a candle to the 

Jabberwocky or even to the hookah-smoking Caterpillar. The fascination lies rather in the 

working-out of the intricate detail of a plausible two-dimensional universe. 



There are two autobiographical levels to this the story: on the surface it recounts an episode 

in the life of a fictitious scientist who happens to have the same name and profession as the 

author; deeper down it is an account of the real Dewdney’s spiritual journey. He has told me 

in correspondence that he ‘could write a book twice the length about what all the words, 

characters, events and details of the book mean from an esoteric/personal point of view.’ The 

present paper sets out merely to sketch the broad outlines with the intention of drawing the 

book to the attention of students of Sufism. 

Chapter 1 describes ‘Arde’, a circular planet orbiting a star called Shems (ardh and shams 

being respectively ‘Earth’ and ‘Sun’ in Arabic).
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 Its circumference is divided between a 

single continent (Ajem Kollosh (ajm kull shay, ‘home of everything’) and a single ocean, 

Feddib Har (fiddhdhi bahr, ‘silver sea’). The continent rises to a high and almost uninhabited 

central plateau, Dahl Radam (dakhil radam?  ‘interior concealed’, according to Dewdney), 

which constitutes a barrier between two countries, Punizla (punent nizla, ‘West Slope’) and 

Vanizla (levant nizla , ‘East Slope’). The planet is inhabited by plants and animals, including 

intelligent beings, nsana (Arabic insan, ‘human being’) of whom Yendred is one. 

Communication with Arde is through the computer’s keyboard and printer. Yendred’s 

thoughts are translated into English, though with curiously scrambled sentences, especially 

when the watchers are eavesdropping unknown to Yendred; the word order, like that of 

Persian, places the verb at the end. Even this is rendered plausible; ‘Did the artificial 

intelligence program correspond in some way to Yendred’s mind? Did the query system 

somehow match the Ardean speech centre? 

The framework of the story is very simple. Yendred sets off from his house by the sea to 

travel east to Vanizla, where he hopes to find ‘the knowledge of beyond’. His journey takes 

him through the whole of the technologically more advanced Punizla, giving the watchers the 

opportunity to learn about every aspect of two-dimensional life. Eventually, at the highest 

point of Dahl Radam, he has a spiritual experience that causes him to break off his dialogue 

with Earth. 

The story is told chronologically, the flow of time on Arde corresponding to that on Earth. 

One Ardean day – one rotation in relation to Shems – takes 31 hours 25 minutes of our time, 

divided into a day and a night of equal length, so that fitting in with Yendred’s waking hours 

involves the watchers in frequent vigils reminiscent of those of the Sufi. The 67 earth days of 

regular contact amount to 51 days in the life of Yendred. 

The first intelligible exchange of ideas is dated 22
nd

 May 1980 and is described in the 

foreword ‘2DWORLD’.
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 Yendred asks: ‘You spirits are?’ – ‘Yes, in a manner of speaking.’ – 

‘You spirits are?’ – ‘We are not what we ourselves would call spirits. We have solid three-

dimensional bodies.’ Thus, the author sets up from the beginning the fundamental 

misunderstanding that is to run through the whole book, and which is eventually to break 

contact with Yendred. 

Yendred hears the watchers’ communications as ‘voices’ in his head, and these are of course 

not audible to other nsana. He is therefore persuaded that they are the spirits believed in by 



Vanizlans but not by Punizlans. Indeed, it is probably the experience of contact with them 

that finally decides Yendred to set off on his journey to Vanizla. Throughout the book he 

continues to think of the watchers as spirits and to turn to them for guidance, until at the end 

he meets a true teacher and ceases to listen to the voices. Dewdney portrays himself and his 

students as unaware of all this; they are typical Westerners, interested only in the material, 

scientific and technical aspects of Arde, being thus in sympathy with Punizlan and not with 

Vanizlan attitudes. 

The narrative proper begins in chapter 2, ‘A House by the Sea’. Yendred introduces the 

watchers to his family. Nsana society is all too human, apart from the detail that the female 

lays eggs. Family groups live together in households. Yendred’s father fishes, his mother 

looks after the house and his grandmother does the cooking. It may be disappointing that the 

aliens are not more alien, but all the strangeness in the Planiverse is concentrated into things 

rather than beings. For example the houses of these very human Ardeans have to be under the 

ground, so that the water of the periodic rivers can run over them (since there is no third 

dimension for it to run around them), and immense ingenuity is shown in the design of stairs, 

doors, hinges, springs, locks and so on. 

Chapter 3, ‘On Fiddib Har’, recounts a fishing expedition with Yendred and his father. On a 

first reading this could be taken to relate only to material aspects of Ardean life. However, in 

the context of the allegory as a whole, it seems to refer also to Yendred/Dewdney’s Christian 

starting point, using the ancient symbolism of the fish and the evocative setting of a village of 

Galilean simplicity. 

Yendred’s eastward journey takes him through three cities. The first is Is Felbelt (asfal balad, 

‘lowest town’, chapters 4-5), the capital of Punizla. Its population is only about 6,000, but 

this is  a large fraction of the total population of the planet, necessarily small because there 

are only two dimensions  Yendred is able to give the number of nsana with great precision as 

37,739. We learn of the Punizlan constitution, which is a caricature of a western two-party 

system and which has given rise to increasing lawlessness; in contrast, the Vanizlan system, 

with a king and eight viceroys, is undemocratic but stable. 

Yendred stays with his uncle, who pours scorn on his journey east, expressing typical 

Western attitudes: ‘Vanizla a land of backward, ignorant nsana is. Machines they not have. 

Electricity they not have. Rockets they not have. Books printed not are but by hand written. 

Vanizlans in one place to sit love and nothing do. We everything have. Vanizla nothing has.’ 

– ‘But their philosophy deep is, it not is?’ – ‘This a philosophy of fools is and a religion for 

the ignorant.’ – ‘But of the beyond what?’ – ‘Of the beyond nothing. A fiction the gullible to 

ensnare. Nothing there is which not here is. Their jealousy of our progress them crazy has 

made. They a secret to have pretend and this even to themselves.’ 

In chapter 6, ‘The Trek’, Yendred resumes his journey using a travel balloon. Flying is a 

central theme, but its symbolic meaning can easily be missed in view of the minute attention 

to technical aspects of flight in two dimensions. It is important to recognize the different 

forms that it takes. Wheeled transport is impossible in the Planiverse, since there is no third 



dimension into which an axle might project. Punizlans travel either by rocket or balloon. 

Freight balloons carry fee-paying passengers. A travel balloon assists one or two nsana, 

normallly not by lifting them over long distances but by enabling them to progress in a series 

of long hops. This strenuous, cumbersome and hazardous form of locomotion is described 

with delightful humour, but it is also a metaphor for ‘do-it-yourself’ spiritual progress. There 

are also flying snakes, but their flight is rationally explained. 

Yendred eventually encounters a philosopher, Tba Kryd (tabib qird, ‘Dr. Monkey’, Tba being 

the usual title of learned nsana), who is on his way back from Vanizla. His name is inspired 

by Kipling’s Banderlog, the monkeys who live in a ruined temple (personal communication). 

Tba Kryd gives a discouraging account of Vanizlan religion. There are two schools of 

thought: the ‘Legalists’ cling to the outer forms of the ancient philosophy and religion, while 

the ‘Spiritists’ insist that external forms are only symbols of deeper things. According to the 

latter school, all things point to the Presence, which may be known directly by ascending a 

chain of experiences. Initiation includes a chance to go through a ‘death before death’. Here 

there begins to be a flavour of Sufism rather than of eastern religion in general. 

Tba Kryd also tells of an ancient Punizlan philosopher, Ajemsana (of obscure etymology), 

who ‘the world constructed and mad went’. He spent his whole life speculating on the nature 

of things, finding in each appearance the cause of that appearance. He at last reached a state 

where he would talk to no one, but before that he made various cryptic utterances, for 

example: ‘the universe itself does not support’. Dewdney describes the intention of this 

passage as being to suggest that ‘Science is involved in an infinite regress; if the support of 

one theory is merely another, we have discovered nothing of the Ultimate Reality.’ (personal 

communication). 

Tba Kryd is on his way to present some utopian proposals to the Punizlan Government, but 

he later turns back, with the idea of trying to collaborate with the astronomers to make 

contact with extra-Ardean intelligences. He catches up with Yendred and again alters his 

plans, proposing to accompany him to Vanizla and work for the union of the two countries. 

With his sweeping theories, his grand projects and his constant changes of mind, he is at once 

heroic, comic and pathetic – a perfect foil to the over-serious Yendred. 

Chapter 7, ‘The Punizlan Institute’, tells of Yendred’s experience in the second city, Maj 

Nunbilt (majnun balad, ‘mad town’), where he visits the great Punizlan Institute of 

Technology and Science. Few, if any, of Dewdney’s scientific readers will have realized that 

their planiversal homologues work in the City of Madness or noticed that the acronym of 

their institute would be the PITS. Nor will they have suspected the gentle mockery that lies 

beneath the fascinating ideas about the structure and functioning of the two-dimensional 

universe. 

Chapter 8, ‘Travelling on the Wind’, tells of Yendred’s stay in the town of Sema Rhublt 

(‘Between City’ according to Dewdney), a colony of artists and artisans, reached by rocket 

plane. Punizlan art, like its government, proves to be in growing disarray. The great Dar Jisbo 



(‘house painter’) complains: ‘I random forms create in the hope of something which looks 

like nothing else obtaining. But always I a suggestive form obtain. It most frustrating is.’ 

From a maker of hbool (habl, ‘rope’) in Sema Rhublt, Yendred learns where he may find the 

teacher he is looking for, Drabk (‘a thinly disguised reworking of my own teacher’s name’ 

according to Dewdney) the Sharak (sharqi, ‘easterner’, or sharik, ‘companion’) either in the 

Vanizlan town of Okbra (al-kubra, ‘the greatest’) or by the Shrine of Amada 

(Ahmad/Muhammad), the prophet who re-established Vanizla after the decline of the great 

eastern empire that had originally civilized the primitive tribes of Punizla. The shrine is at the 

highest point of the massif of Dahl Radam, just inside Vanizlan territory. 

In chapter 9, ‘High on Dahl Radam’, Yendred at last scales the heights. The first half of the 

journey is made by public-service balloon, but he has to toil up the rest of the slope on foot, 

having run out of money. On his way up he becomes delirious, exclaiming: ‘Here all around 

me is the beauty of the Presence, the Source of beauty’.  The watchers save him from 

possibly freezing to death, urging him on when he is tempted to lie down and enjoy ‘frozen 

beauty, the beauty of death’; but they, as usual, see only the material side of the explanation: 

he is affected by the shortage of hrabx (?, the equivalent of oxygen) in the rarified 

atmosphere. The diagnosis is confirmed by the Punizlans who rescue him; he is suffering, 

they say, from the ‘deadly joy’, a disorder that affects anyone who ascends Dahl Radam too 

fast. 

In chapter 10, ‘Drabk the Sharak of Okbra’, Yendred and Tba Kryd leave behind the last 

Punizlan outpost and set of with a small travel balloon. Disaster overtakes them balloon-

hopping across an old quarry; they are caught by a giant, flying carnivorous ‘snake’. Tba 

Kryd is killed, and Yendred ends up with an injured left hand. His balloon is destroyed, so 

that he no longer has the means to rise to the top of the cliff at the eastern end of the quarry. 

After a night in the bitter cold, he is rescued by a group of Vanizlan quarry workers, and fed 

and sheltered in their underground ‘hut’, and they instruct him about the Shrine of Amada. As 

a foreigner, he must not venture beyond the stone slab in the ground beside it (cf. The frontier 

of the Haram, the Sacred Precinct of Mecca) until invited by a Vanizlan, and above all he 

must not attempt to cross over the Shrine unaided. 

After two nights with the workers, Yendred is well enough to walk to the Shrine. His means 

of locomotion have thus come full circle; starting on foot, he graduated to a travel balloon, 

enjoyed the speed of a rocket and the comfort of a freight balloon, came down again to a 

travel balloon, and is now back on foot. However, on the subject of flying, the greatest 

surprise is still in store. 

Yendred at last reaches the Shrine. It is the only true building on Arde, standing well above 

the surface. Anywhere else on the planet, a structure above ground would sooner or later be 

eroded away by the periodic rivers. Here alone, on the watershed, the Shrine is safe from 

damage. In any case, in this desert at the heart of the continent it hardly ever rains. The 

building is built of stone blocks, and in form it is a simple square – the two-dimensional 

equivalent of a cube – irresistibly reminding the Arabist reader of the Kaaba of Mecca. The 



Shrine is several times the height of an nsana, and its central cavity can be reached only 

through a hole in the roof. 

Yendred calls Drabk for a long time, and eventually the sage arrives, apparently materializing 

out of thin air. He at once see that Yendred is not alone, sensing the presence of the watchers. 

Yendred explains: ‘I them the knowledge of beyond me to teach have asked but they of this 

not to know seem.’ – ‘Truly they less than you know.’ Yendred asks about the knowledge he 

is seeking. ‘This one answer cannot. The knowledge beyond thought beyond words also is. 

But knowledge of the beyond the knowledge beyond thought follows. And all by permission 

of the Presence is.’ 

Yendred asks about the Presence. ‘It beside you is. Closer than your body. Closer than your 

blood (cf. Quran 50:16: ‘We are nearer to him than his jugular vein.’) This one to the Earth 

spirits can point but not the Presence.’ Drabk then points out of the screen, his arm 

disappearing momentarily. He explains: ‘Few nsana such things have seen, and dangerous it 

is to show.’ – ‘Why that is?’ – ‘A miracle nothing proves. It the imagination stronger makes, 

but the understanding weaker,’ – ‘Why you me this thing did show?’ – ‘You for the 

knowledge appointed are and little time remains.’ 

The prospect of the Knowledge is frightening, and Yendred reflects for some time before 

giving his assent: ‘I the knowledge must seek. This yearning no other object has.’ Drabk 

makes him recite an unmistakably Islamic confession of faith: ‘There no presence is but the 

Presence. There no knowledge is but the Knowledge.’ The computer now misbehaves and 

fails to print out the rest of Drabk’s instructions, coming back into action only for his last 

words: ‘and the Presence your being pervades. When the Presence to you made known is then 

in that radiance without thought you perhaps the first knowledge will receive.’ 

Hand in hand the two nsana now do the impossible, flying into the Shrine, where Yendred is 

to spend the night alone. Drabk explains: ‘Flying in principle simple is/ One merely oneself 

behind leaves. Flying the first art is – and the last refuge.’ After some final instructions, he 

vanishes. Blind to his spiritual significance, the watchers are reduced to speculating that he 

exists in three dimensions, which would explain his awareness of their presence, his apparent 

pointing out of the screen and his ability to appear and disappear. 

Chapter 11, ‘Higher Dimensions’, reports the last contact with Yendred three days later. At 

first he is terrified and wants to take refuge from the Knowledge with his Earth friends. ‘It 

frightening beyond imagination is. It terrifying is.’ – ‘What is terrifying? Where is Drabk?’ – 

‘He gone is and things there are which I do not wish to know.’ – ‘What things?’ – ‘I cannot 

say.  Even to speak about them makes me doubt everything.’ – ‘What things?’ – ‘The 

Presence is not what I thought it was. It real is. It real is. It real real real real real real...’ 

Uncomprehending, the watchers imagine that this is a computer malfunction, and they shut 

down and restart the programme. 

Yendred continues in an agony of indecision, wanting the Knowledge yet terrified of it, until 

at last, at dawn, Drabk returns and calls upon him to say goodbye to his Earth friends. This he 

does, explaining that they can accompany him no further because they do not have ‘the 



Knowledge beyond thought of the Reality beyond reality.’ – ‘Would it help if we learned 

your philosophy and religion?’ – ‘It has not to do with what you call philosophy or religion. 

If you follow only thought you will never discover the surprise that lies beyond thought.’ 

These are Yendred’s last words before Arde disappears forever from the screen. 

From the above account it should be clear that The Planiverse is an allegory of Sufi 

experience – a long search, often fraught with pain, followed by adherence to an order and 

initiation by a master. It appears that Dewdney was in fact a member of the Cheshti order
5
; 

but whatever the detail of his personal experience, he has not given it any prominence in his 

fable. Speaking as the fictitious Dewdney, he even covers his tracks by describing himself 

towards the end as ‘very much a sceptic about what some might consider to be parallel belief 

systems on Earth.’ 

Even the reader who knows Arabic may well miss most of the Maltese names under the 

disguise of punning, anagram, metathesis and displaced word breaks. For readers not well 

acquainted with Arabic or with Sufism, it will be difficult to be sure even that Yendred’s 

experience is meant to be interpreted in the context of Sufism; it might just be the pure 

invention of a Canadian computer scientist striving after oriental colouring. And without 

awareness of the equation of Yendred with Dewdney, the autobiographical nature of the work 

will be missed. 

This then is a very secret book, in the best esoteric tradition of Sufi writing, with a message 

destined for a tiny minority of readers. Indeed it is doubtful whether any reader will find 

more than a fraction of the meaning that the author has hidden in it. The marvel is that he has 

written such a good story, so charmingly humorous, so full of fascinating ideas on two-

dimensional reality, that it can be read with enjoyment even by those who remain blithely 

ignorant of its secret message. Students of Sufism will find in it a fine example of the riches 

that may await those who will look westwards. 
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1
  Dewdney himself gives an excellent bibliography of two-dimensional literature in the acknowledgments at  

the end of his book. 
2
  The computer technology is that of the period of composition; flat figures appear in black and white on the 

screen of a shared machine; communication is only through keyboard and printer; output is in upper-case 
letters with minimal punctuation. 
3
  For simplicity only the Ardean word and the English equivalent are given; the literary Arabic equivalent is 

given only where it is of interest. Dewdney occasionally prefers a more classical form to the Maltese 
equivalent, for example Arde instead of art, Shems instead of xemx (shemsh). 
4
  The text seems certain to go through multiple editions, translations and page-numberings, so references are 

given to chapters. 
5
  He subsequently shifted his allegiance to the Algerian Alawi Order (personal communication). 


